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Abstract—In this paper an encryption technique is proposed 

based on elliptic curves for securing images to transmit over 

public channels. This cryptosystem also utilize a new 

mapping method is introduced to convert every pixel of 

plain image into a point on an elliptic curve, which is a 

mandatory prerequisite for any ECC based encryption. 

Encryption and decryption process are given in details with 

implementation. After applying encryption, security 

analysis is performed to evaluate the robustness of proposed 

technique to statistical attacks.  

 

Index Terms—image, encryption, decryption, elliptic curve, 

prime group field 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since 1985 that elliptic curves applied independently 

by Miller [1] and Koblitz [2] to introduce a new public 

key cryptosystem, many researchers tried to employ it on 

different data types and improve the efficiency by 

proposing various techniques. In fact, the most attractive 

advantage of ECC that motivated cryptographers to use it 

was the greater security and more computationally 

efficient performance with equivalent key size in 

comparison with other public key. This property changed 

ECC to an acceptable choice for multimedia data types 

such as image, video and audio, due to large size and high 

data rate of these file types. So a cryptosystem using a 

short key size even with a high security is needed.  

ECC is a public key or asymmetric cryptography. It 

means that the encryption key and decryption key are 

different. Unlike private key cryptography, ECC is 

appropriate for applications in which a secure channel is 

not at reach to transmit the private key. From the Fig. 1 

concluded that ECC is an asymmetric cryptosystem that 

provides security and fast execution rather than RSA. 

Digital images are attractive data type with widespread 

range of use and many users are interesting to implement 

content protection methods on their images to keep from 

preview, copyright or manipulation. In many applications 

like military image databases, confidential video 

conferencing, medical imaging system, cable TV and 

online personal photograph album, security is essential. 

Also wide application of images at industrial process 

turns it into a resource and asset. So it is important to 
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protect confidential images data from unauthorized 

access. 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Estimate the Security Level of ECC and RSA in MIPS Years.  

In some applications we don’t have a secure channel to 

transmit the private key or prefer to keep the decryption 

key secret, so we have to use public key cryptography. 

Some of existing researches titled as public key image 

encryption are not apply a public key cryptosystem to 

encrypt an image. They use a symmetric cryptosystem to 

encrypt the image and a public key cryptosystem just 

applied as a key exchange protocol. 

G. Zhu et al. in [3] tried to encrypt an image by 

scrambling pixels and then adding a watermark to 

scrambled image. Finally they encrypted scrambling and 

watermarking parameters using ECC. K. Gupta et al. in 

[4] proposed a symmetric encryption based on chaos 

maps and XOR operation. They used 3D standard map 

for creating diffusion template and 3D cat map and 

standard map for shuffling color images and then shuffled 

image XORed by diffusion template to encrypt the image. 

Finally chaos parameters are encrypted by ECC for 

secure exchange.  

In this paper a cryptosystem proposed based on ECC to 

encrypt the image. The most important phase in 

encryption using ECC is mapping a message to a point on 

the curve and converts the encrypted point to current 

message type. K. Gupta et al. in [5] convert pixels to 

point (Xm, Ym) using (1) and (2): 

Xm=mk+j                                     (1) 

Ym= 𝑥3 + 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏,  j=0,1,2,3…                 (2) 
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For each pixel, j starts from 0 and if it does not solve 

the Ym equation, this process will be continue to find the 

first j which satisfy the Ym. This process completely 

explained and implemented in [6], named as Koblitz 

Method. 

F. Amounas et al. in [7] proposed a new mapping 

technique based on matrix properties. In this 

methodology, the message with length n divided by 3 and 

a matrix of 𝑀3×𝑟  is created. After that, a non-singular 

matrix of 𝐴3×3  that is  𝐴 = ±1  multiplied by message 

matrix and the result 𝑄 = 𝑀.𝐴  is a matrix of mapped 

points and encryption will be done on elements of matrix 

𝑄. After decryption, to decode the decrypted points to the 

message, matrix 𝑄  is multiplied by inverse of A, 𝑀 =
𝐴−1𝑄 . This method is proposed for alphanumeric 

characters. Another mapping technique by F. Amounas [8] 

is also based on matrix. 

Two mapping methods proposed in [9] static mapping 

method that is a one-to-one and very weak, but in 

dynamic mapping, for one character there are different 

options too choose as a point. In this case by having the 

mapped point, it is very difficult to finding the 

corresponded character of the plain message. 

A scheme for transmit medical image is the work of S. 

Gupta et al. [10]. This scheme is a combination of DCT 

transformation, quantization, compression, ECC 

encryption and error detection and correction. In this 

research, the image after compression will behave as a 

plaintext and will encrypted. 

In this paper a new mapping scheme is proposed to 

convert pixels of input image to a point on elliptic curve. 

This mapping scheme is on a map table which is created 

and used for both encryption and decryption process. 

II. A REVIEW ON MATHEMATICAL BASICS 

An Elliptic curve is a cubic equation 错误！未找到引

用源。 with the form of (3): 

y
2
 =x

3
+ax+b                               (3) 

Where a and b are integers which satisfy (4) and p is a 

large prime number. Fig. 2 shows an elliptic curve over 

the real field ℝ and how to adding points on an elliptic 

curve. 

4a
3
+27b

2
≠0 (mod p)          (4) 

To encrypt a message, Alice and Bob decide on an 

elliptic curve and take a affine point (G) that lies on the 

curve. Plaintext M is encoded into a point PM. Alice 

chooses a random prime integer x and Bob chooses a 

random prime integer y. x and y are Alice and Bob’s 

private key respectively. To generate the public key, 

Alice computes (5), 

PA=xG        (5) 

and Bob Computes (6). 

PB=yG     (6) 

To encrypt a message point PM for Bob, Alice choose 

another random integer named k and computes the 

encrypted message PC using Bob’s Public key (PB). PC is 

a pair of points (7):  

PC= [(kG), (PM+kPB)]             (7) 

 

Figure 2.  Graph of an elliptic curve 

Alice Sends PC to Bob as a cipher message. Bob, 

receiving the encrypted message PC and using his private 

key, y, multiplying with kG and add with second point in 

the encrypted message to compute PM, which is 

corresponding to the plaintext message M (8), 

PM= (PM+kPB) -[y(kG)]  (8) 

Addition operation for two pints P and Q over an 

elliptic group if P+Q= (X3, Y3) is given by (9) and (10) 

and the parameter λ is calculated by (11):  

X3 = λ
2
- XP – XQ mod p                      (9) 

Y3= λ (XP-X3) – YP mod p                (10) 

𝜆 =  

𝑌𝑄−𝑌𝑃

𝑋𝑄−𝑋𝑃
 𝑖𝑓 𝑃 ≠ 𝑄

3𝑋𝑃
2+𝑎

2𝑌𝑃
 𝑖𝑓 𝑃 = 𝑄

                            (11) 

Multiplication kP over an elliptic group is computed 

by repeating the addition operation k times by (9) and 

(10). The strength of an ECC-based cryptosystem is 

depends on difficulty of finding the number of times that 

G is added to itself to get PA. Reverse operation known as 

Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) and 

exploit in cryptography. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Mapping Methodology 

Every image consists of pixels. In gray scale images 

each pixel has an 8-bit value between 0 and 255. In color 

images each pixels defined by three 8-bit values 

separately demonstrate the Red, Green and Blue intensity.  

To encrypt an image using ECC, each pixel is 

considered as a message and should be mapped to a point 

on predefined elliptic curve. Proposed mapping method 

in this paper is based on a map table. To create this table, 

the elliptic group Ep (a, b) which is all possible points on 

the finite field are generated first and then these points 

are grouping in 256 groups. Each group has 

𝑁 =  #𝐸(𝑓𝑝)/256  members. The row indexes are start 

from 0 and end with 255. Each row stands for a pixel 
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intensity value but for same values there are multiple 

points. If N is not a multiple of 256, then extra rows in the 

last column are filled with zero and the last column will 

consider for mapping. 

Starting from the first pixel in plain image, the 

corresponded point with the intensity value in the table is 

mapped to this pixel and continue to the last pixel. For 

repetitive intensity values the next point in the 

corresponded row will be selected. For any of intensities, 

if all N-1 points are selected then for next one again we 

start from the first.  

After mapping all pixels to related points on the table, 

encryption is done using receiver’s public key and. 

Encrypting a point results a set of two points. In this case, 

one point is same for all pixels, but the other point is 

different for each pixel. After encrypting all pixels, also 

result can be demonstrated as an image. 

To view the encrypted points as an image, we refer to 

the mapping table and find the current index according to 

each point and replace with the related value. 

B. Implementation 

Let both the sender and receiver decide on elliptic 

curve E123457 (5376,2438) that represented by:  

𝑦2  𝑚𝑜𝑑 123457 =  𝑥3 + 5376 𝑥 + 2438 𝑚𝑜𝑑 123457 

Table I shows a part of generated points. To create the 

mapping table, the first point will place in the row 0 

which is corresponded to pixel with intensity value of 0, 

and then continue next point with next value. After 

placing first 256 points in first column of the table, next 

256 points will place in second column and hereafter will 

do the same for next points to the last. In this example, 

there are 123387 points on the curve. These points 

completely fill 481 columns and 250 rows of 482
nd

 

column. Rest rows of the last column fill with zero. 

 

𝐸123457 (5376,2438)={(42908,0), (95914,0), (108092,0), 

(3,31443), (5,11660), (6,2174), (7,58403), (8,29200), 

(10,54073), (11,11372), (13,20768), (14,17567), 

(15,57945),...., (123442,108644), (123444,90529), 

(123445,83950), (123446,92960), (123448,77200), 

(123452, 110966), (123453,72536), (123454,82304), 

(123455,114527), (123456,95491)} 
 

According to (5) and (6), to encrypt this image, some 

parameters should be defined. Choosing  

G=(2225, 75856) as a generator point, y=36548 as 

receiver private key and k=23412, a random integer 

defined by sender. Having these values, according to (6), 

receiver’s public key is calculated and the result is: 

PB=(30402, 35513). 

To encrypt an image using this technique, all pixels are 

mapped into corresponded point using Table I. The first 

row of Table II demonstrates ten pixels intensity value in 

the first row of Lena image. The second row shows the 

result of mapping a pixel value to a point on elliptic curve 

using Table I. After encrypting all the points using (7), 

we have the results in third row. Encrypting a point 

results in two points. The first point is the same for all 

pixels and will be sending once, but the second point is 

different for each pixel. In order to show the encrypted 

points as an image, first create a matrix with the same 

size of image, find each point in the Table I and then 

place the row index in equivalent element of created 

matrix. The last row in Table II is the converted values 

from encrypted points to encrypted pixel value, which 

can be viewed as an image. 

C. Security Analysis 

To determine whether a cryptosystem is strength or not, 

performing some analysis is inevitable. There are 

different analyses techniques regarding to variant types of 

attacks. The proposed algorithm implemented and 

analysed by MATLAB programming language on a PC 

with Intel Core i5 2.3 GHz CPU, 8 GB of RAM and a 64-

Bit OS. 

Histogram Analysis: An image histogram is the 

graphical distribution of intensities and plots the number 

of pixel for each intensity value. 

To prevent leakage of information from a ciphered 

image, the histogram of an encrypted image should be 

significantly different from the original image and usually 

with a uniform distribution. Fig. 3 shows the histograms 

of the Lena image before and after encryption. 

Correlation Analysis: Two adjacent pixels in a plain 

image are strongly correlated vertically, horizontally and 

diagonally. This is the property of any ordinary image. 

The maximum value of correlation coefficient is 1 and 

the minimum is 0. A robust encrypted image to statistical 

attack should have a correlation coefficient value of ~0. 

Covariance of x and y pixels is calculated by (12) and 

variance at pixel values x and y is calculated using (13). 

Finally using covariance and standard deviation to 

computing correlation coefficient 𝑟𝑥 ,𝑦  by (14) for both 

plain and cipher image. Results are given in table III. 

Correlation distributions for vertical, horizontal and 

diagonal adjacent pixels are plotted for plain and cipher 

image and demonstrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. 

 

𝐷 𝑥 =
1

𝑁
 ((𝑥𝑖 − 𝐸 𝑥 )2𝑁
𝑖=1 ,𝐸 𝑥 =

1

𝑁
 𝑥𝑖     
𝑁
𝑖=1   (12) 

 

𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑥, 𝑦 =
1

𝑁
 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝐸 𝑥 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝐸 𝑦 𝑁
𝑖=1      (13) 

 

𝑟𝑥 ,𝑦 =
𝑐𝑜𝑣 (𝑥)

 𝐷 𝑥  𝐷 𝑦 
                          (14) 
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TABLE I.  MAPPING TABLE 

Index 1st Mapping 2nd Mapping 3rd Mapping 4th Mapping 5th Mapping 482nd Mapping 

0 (42908,0) (512,47183) (1033,54418) (1533,9490) (2093,30783) (122949,83868) 

1 (95914,0) (513,33718) (1035,9194) (1534,56042) (2095,41465) (122951,74372) 

2 (108092,0) (515,24882) (1039,3322) (1535,33470) (2096,16779) (122953,121769) 

3 (3,31443) (516,49743) (1041,8203) (1543,36384) (2097,9443) (122954,66970) 

4 (5,11660) (519, 6902) (1043,46883) (1544,10278) (2098,19721) (122958,73556) 

5 (6,2174) (520,20390) (1044,52089) (1546,38337) (2099,57887) (122959,84424) 

6 (7,58403) (521,20390) (1046,3610) (1548,55400) (2100,39297) (122961,71950) 

7 (8,29200) (524,59065) (1049,55356) (1550,3312) (2102,15631) (122962,91690) 

154 (305, 46853) (824,9038) (1339,50036) (1896,22466) (2412,59464) (123276,99876) 

155 (306, 33458) (825,50433) (1340,25625) (1897,20281) (2413,4124) (123277,107283) 

156 (307, 29631) (831,5746) (1341,37870) (1898,37575) (2414,49935) (123279,104846) 

157 (312, 43431) (832,39441) (1342,48041) (1899,60234) (2417,26883) (123280,82736) 

158 (314, 37257) (834,26653) (1344,60034) (1902,7652) (2418,11842) (123285,119446) 

159 (315, 58283) (835,23727) (1346,20117) (1905,19609) (2420,6170) (123287,87751) 

160 (317, 57467) (836,30492) (1351,35977) (1906,43788) (2422,33537) (123288,84108) 

161 (318,23904) (840,29931) (1355,30658) (1908,59509) (2426,272) (123289,81841) 

250 (501,10872) (1020,25923) (1511,61516) (2076,24517) (2596,8145) (123456,95491) 

251 (504,34198) (1021,52191) (1514,18629) (2079,52447) (2597,20182) 0 

252 (508, 56806) (1022,35175) (1515,52722 (2082,51701) (2602,1137) 0 

253 (509, 17779) (1023,21986) (1525,20628) (2084,10317) (2605,60119) 0 

254 (510,45297) (1027,4468) (1530,38375) (2086,44235) (2608,38695) 0 

255 (511,58316) (1029,53908) (1531,18716) (2087,43862) (2610,60146) 0 

 

 
 

TABLE II.  RESULTS OF MAPPING PIXELS TO POINTS, ENCRYPTION AND MAPPING ENCRYPTED POINTS TO PIXELS 

161 159 157 158 161 159 156 157 159 158 

(318, 
23904) 

(315, 
58283) 

(312, 
43431) 

(314, 
37257) 

(840, 
29931) 

(835, 
23727) 

(307, 
29631) 

(832, 
39441) 

(304, 
9557) 

(834, 
26653) 

(117616, 

24017) 

 
(122358, 

40144) 

(117616, 

24017) 

 
(60803, 

3943) 

(117616, 

24017) 

 
(11960, 

81566) 

(117616, 

24017) 

 
(99326, 

59783) 

(117616, 

24017) 

 
(8435, 

79086) 

(117616, 

24017) 

 
(24718, 

3745) 

(117616, 

24017) 

 
(63094, 

28246) 

(117616, 

24017) 

 
(102540, 

105454) 

(117616, 

24017) 

 
(109441, 

89040) 

 

(117616, 

24017) 

 
(111938, 

83952) 

 

205 222 82 77 107 88 82 91 169 120 
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Figure 3.   (a) Plain image (b) Plain image’s histogram (c) Encrypted 
image (d) Encrypted image’s Histogram 

TABLE III.  CORRELATION VALUES FOR PLAIN IMAGE AND CIPHER 

IMAGE 

 
Vertical 

Correlation 
Horizontal 
Correlation 

Diagonal 
Correlation 

Plain 

Image 
0.96871 0.94062 0.91633 

Cipher 
Image 

0.0038034 0.004971 0.003519 

 

 
a 

 
b 

 
c 

Figure 4.  Scatter plots to show the correlation relation between two 
adjacent pixels in location of (a) Vertical, (b) Horizontal, (c) Diagonal 

in plain image 

 
a 

 
b 

 
c 

Figure 5.  Scatter plots to show the correlation relation between two 
adjacent pixels in location of (a) Vertical, (b) Horizontal, (c) Diagonal 

in cipher image 
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Entropy Analysis: Entropy is a statistical scalar 

parameter that measures the randomness of an image. The 

highest value of ~8 for entropy of a cipher image means 

that it has a random texture. Entropy of encrypted image 

using proposed scheme is calculated by (15) and the 

result is 7.9981. 

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 =  𝑃𝑖 log2 𝑃𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=0                                         (15) 

Key Sensitivity Analysis: A secure algorithm should 

be completely sensitive to secret key. It means that the 

encrypted image cannot be decrypted by slightly changes 

in secret key. Changing one bit in decryption key and 

decrypting the ciphered image using this key will cause 

extreme changes in result. Fig. 5 illustrates the results of 

decryption with correct private key and a wrong key with 

changing only one bit. So the encrypted image is resist to 

brute-force attack. 

 
a 

 
b 

 
c 

 
d 

Figure 6.  (a) Plain image, (b) Encrypted image, (c) Decrypted image 
with correct private key y=36548, (d) Decrypted image with change one 

bit in private key y=36549 

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography is almost a new public 

key cryptosystem and provides equivalent security with 

less key size, low mathematical complexity and more 

computationally efficient rather than RSA. High-speed 

encryption and saving bandwidth, makes ECC an 

acceptable option for high data rate and real time 

applications such as images and multimedia encryption. 

Encryption and decryption using ECC is based on 

points. A plain message should be converted to a point 

and the results of encryption process are also points. 

Hence, message encoding and decoding is a principal 

phase. 

In this paper a new mapping method introduced to 

convert an image pixel value to a point on a predefined 

elliptic curve over finite field GF(p) using a map table. 

This mapping technique is very fast with low complexity 

and computation, easy to implement and for low entropy 

plain images, mapping will results a high distribution of 

different points for repetitive intensity values. 

Creating this map table is completely explained with a 

simple elliptic curve function as an example. Encryption 

and decryption process implemented and tested on Lena 

image. Encryption and decryption results are mentioned. 

All statistical analyses are performed on encrypted image 

to evaluate the strength of this algorithm. Respect to 

histogram, correlation, entropy and key sensitivity 

analysis, this cryptosystem provides a reliable security for 

transmitting images over public channels. 

As a future work, this method could be combined with 

a chaos map to achieve hybrid cryptography with more 

diffusion and confusion with respect to running time 

efficiency. 
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